
Precis

The bachelor thesis concerns with american- israeli relations during both administrations of George 

W. Bush, who was significant co- creator of israeli- palestinian peace plans at the beginning of the 

21st century. This thesis is occupied by the mediational form of the USA in terms of this conflict and 

try to find the level of the actors´ rationality. It´s possible to evaluate certain form of rationality, 

formal, or informal, as better or worse way of solving israeli- palestinian conflict. In this thesis, the 

important events from 2001 to 2008 are analysed, Mitchell´s peace plan and Tenet´s peace plan, 

construction of separation wall between areas controlled by Israeli people and regions settled by 

Palestinians and the withdrawall of Israelis from the Gaza Strip. The most important topic of this 

thesis is evaluation of outputs of the Road map and searching for the reasons of its failure. Not only 

are there the interest of the rational actors, but political situations of that time is also mentioned 

there, because it contributes to construction of the peace solution as well. This bachelor thesis takes 

a notice of the response of both actors- the State of Israel and Palestinians to the Road map, which 

was criticised for being american plan and for the lack of international participation in this peace 

suggestion. This analysis deals with the Bush´s second administration and marginally with other 

smaller peace suggestions, which had non- american origin- saudi-arabian peace plan or resolutions 

of the United Nations. Generally, this bachelor thesis analyses, which aspects of, especially american, 

peace solution were obstacles to the acceptation from Israelis and Palestinians.

Annotation

The bachelor thesis is analysis of the foreign policy of american president George W. Bush during his 

first and second administration.  It is thesis about this part of american- israeli relations, which were 

connected to the peacemaking efforts of israeli- palestinian conflict. This bachelor thesis is interested 

in level of peace plan´s neutrality and how much it is affected by the american image of close 

supporter of Israel.The analysis is evaluation of rationality in the behaviour of actors, which are part 

of this conflict and of the USA in role of mediator. There is emphasize on originality of this conflict, it 

means traditional irreconcilability of Israelis and Palestinians, their unwillingness to make a 

compromise in several peace issues.




